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Sub:

lifting of G.P. failed DiStdbution Transformers directly by the
manufacturers from the cirClestores and depositing the same at
ACOS,Achrol Store after repair.

The manufacturer will lift the G.P. failed transformers directly from the
concerned circle store w.e~f. 01.07.2017 and m.ay deposit the same after
repair in the ACOS·(JCC) at Achrol Store. The loading and un-loading of the
G.P. failed transformers will be on the suppliers' account. However, one side
transportation charges i.e. from ACOS (JCC) Achrol store to the circle store
may be recovered from the firms as decided by the Nigam. The circle store
will send the copy of intimation of failure also to the ACOS, JCC store while
. intimating to the firm and the supplier firm will also submit the jolnt
lnspectlon report along with the inspection report to the ACOS, JCC while
depositing the G.P. repaired transformers along with the detalls of intimation
ofG;P. failed distribution transformers issued by the respective circle store for
their record. The invoices of missing parts .shall be verified as per Joint
Inspection Report (in prescribed proforma) issued by the circle. store as per
practice-Invoque and accordingly the Sr.A.O. (Cpe), JWNL, Jalpur will make
the payment of missing. parts, if any. The ACOS, JCC will send the details of
repair of each and every G.P. failed transformers rating-wise, TN-wise, Rrmwise mentioning the Sr. No. of the transformers, date of intimation and the
date of receipt of the G.P. repaired transformers in ACOS, JCC store to the
S.E. (MM) so that the penalty due to delay tn G.P. repair may be finalized and
SCBGof the firms may be released timely.
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After expiry of guarantee period along with the G.P. repair period of
one year, the tentative penalty due to delay in G.p. repair shall be flnalized
considering max. 10% fajJure for three phase transformers
or as per
·actual failure intimated by. the ACOS, JCC and 20% failure for Single
Phase Transformers or .as. per ACOSi JeC record whichever is more.
However, final delay in G.P. repair shall be worked out on the basis of details
of repair furnished by the ACOS, JCC store and the respective. circle store
where the firm's works is situated.
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The SCBG shall be released after depositing the
recovery along with furnishing of an undertaking on a
paper of Rs.I00.00 that later if any left out transformer
failed in guarantee period, the same shall also be repaired
of cost.

aforesaid tentative
non-judicial stamp
wm found declared
by the supplier free

The firm will repair .and deposit G.P. failed distribution transformers
within 120 days from the date of intimation of circle store failing which the
full cost of the transformer shall be recovered without giving any further
notice to the firm. The suppJiershall furnish the copy of receipted challans of
repaired transformers deposited at ACOS'OCC) Achrol store to the respective
circle store from where G.P. failed transformers were lifted to make the entry
in their (circle store) record that said transformer have been repaired and
deposited by them. The circle store will send the list of suppliersalongwith
'quantity of G.P. failed distribution transformers firm-wise lying un-repalred
beyond .120 days from the date of intimation either in store orat firms' works
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to the S£. (MM), JWNL, Jaipur to take further a~t.io .~or.su. ch
.. distribution
n
transformers,
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SUPERI:-.JTENDING ENGINEER (I&S)
Copyto the following for information and necessary action.
1.

2.
3.
4.
,5.

6.
7.

The Chief Engineer (MM), JWNL, Jaipur.
The Zonal Chief Engineer (J!Z, BIZ, K/Z), JWNL, Jaipur/Bharatpur/Kota.
TheSuperintending Engineer (JCCfJPDC/O&M),Jaipur Discorn, Jaipurl
Dausa/Alwar! Bharatpur! K9ta/ SawaimadhopurIJhalawar/Baran/Bundil
Dholpur! Karoli/Tonk.For strictcornpllance of the above order.
The Superintending Engineer (MM), JWNL, Jalpur.
TheT.A. to M.D.! Directorffech.), JWNL, Jaipur.
P.A. to Director (Finance), JWNL, Jaipur.
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